4-H CUT FLOWERS EXHIBIT EVALUATION SHEET

Name ________________________________________________                               Class 713 _____ _____
Placing____________________                  EXHIBIT HAS REQUIRED NUMBER OF SPECIMENS_____YES_____NO

COLOR  20%

_________Excellent  ___________Fair
_________Good  ___________Poor

FOLIAGE AND STEM  15%

_________Excellent  ___________Fair
_________Good  ___________Poor

SIZE, ACCORDING TO VARIETY  20%

_________Excellent  ___________Fair
_________Good  ___________Poor

CONDITION (free from damage)  15%

_________Excellent  ___________Fair
_________Good  ___________Poor

FORM, SUBSTANCE  25%

_________Excellent  ___________Fair
_________Good  ___________Poor

TRUENESS TO VARIETY  5%

_________Excellent  ___________Fair

COMMENTS: